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About Us

143rd

among World Top 500 in 2016

Aviation Industry Corporation of China (hereinafter referred to as “AVIC”) is a large state-

owned enterprise managed by the central government, mainly engaged in four business 

fields including military aviation and defense, civil aviation, industrial manufacturing and 

modern services, governs 13 subordinated units, more than 100 member units and 27 listed 

companies and possesses the employees for more than 460,000 persons. Having entered the 

magazine Fortune World Top 500 list for successive 8 years, AVIC ranked the 143rd in 2016, 

and the brand value of AVIC is up to CNY 111.856 billion.

In the field of military aviation and defense, AVIC serially develops the air vehicles including 

fighter, fighter bombers, bombers, transport aircrafts, training planes, reconnaissance planes, 

helicopters, attack aircrafts and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), etc., comprehensively 

researches and develops the air-to-air, air-to-surface and ground-to-air missiles and carries 

out the airborne system development and aviation technology research and testing, by 

which we provide advanced aeronautical equipment and logistics.

In the field of civil aviation, AVIC independently develops the “MA” series of regional 

aircrafts, AC series of civilian helicopters, AG series of aircrafts, Y12 series of aircrafts and 

Eaglet 500, Seagull 300 and SF50 light business jets, Cirrus series of general aircrafts and 

“Harrier hawk” civilian UAVs, and carry out the aviation subcontracting production business, 

provide high-quality and reliable civil aviation products for domestic and international 

customers. At the same time, we also devoted ourselves to promoting the development of 

the general aviation industry.

In the field of industrial manufacturing, AVIC adheres to the development philosophy of civil-

military integration to push forward “the informatization and industrialization integration”, 

and base on the principle of “technically homologous, industrially same-rooted and value 

homonymous” to integrate the aviation high-tech into the civil field. Besides engaging in 

auto components and parts, display panels, electronic parts and components and other 

traditional industries, AVIC also engages in new energy, new material, intelligent robot 

and Internet application and other high-tech industries, by which we provide high-end 

equipment and innovative impetus for the society and promote the development of the 

national intelligent manufacturing industry.

In the field of modern services, AVIC integrates and utilizes the aviation industrial 

superiority resources and coordinates the development of modern services such as financial 

investment, engineering planning and design, aviation creative economy, etc., to support the 

development of the aviation industry and serve the social masses.

111.856 billion

in 2016

The Brand Value Is up to CNY

Ranked the
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Leadership Speech

Welcome to pay attention to the CSR report of Aviation Industry Corporation of China!

As the national team and main force in the field of China’s aviation manufacturing, AVIC has been adhering to the tenet of “the 

aviation serving the country worthily and making armed forces powerful and enriching people” so as to rigorously develop the aviation 

industry, serve the national defense construction and assume the responsibility of making armed forces powerful and enriching people. 

In the past more than sixty years, AVIC develops from nothing, expands from small to big, from “too far behind to catch up with” for 

the western countries to “competing in the same platform” with them, generations of AVIC people adhere to the aspiration of aviation 

serving the country worthily, stay true to the mission, forge ahead on the long march road of aviation equipment development and have 

casted a duty-performed and conscientious AVIC with dedication, integrity, innovation beyond the artisan heart.

In 2016, we kept the mission of serving the military industry and making armed forces powerful in mind, continued to vigorously 

develop the aviation weapons and equipment to support the development of PLA. Y20 aircraft was delivered to form the operational 

capability mark that China’s aviation weapons and equipment have achieved the spanning development.

In 2016, we focused on the main business, slimming fitness, quality and efficiency, promoted the civil-military integration and drove the 

development of the civil aviation and general aviation. We were driven by the innovation in science, technology and institutional, based 

on safety and quality management to constantly build our body. The quality and benefit were created for better results again.

In 2016, we participated in the community construction, helped the poor, assisted the impoverished students and promoted businesses 

to actively fulfill the responsibilities of corporate citizens. We adhered to step on the sustainable development road, took the 

mutual development with the employees, community and environment as the code of conduct, promoted energy conservation and 

environmental protection, developed green aviation and maintained a place of blue sky and pure land.

Responsibility leads to growth, vision creates the future! We sincerely hope to open up for development and cooperation for win-win 

together with all sectors of society!    
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Responsibility Performance

102.2%
Value Increment rate of State-owned Assets

2.66Billion

Economic Value Added(EVA) CNY

23.0%
Year-on-year Growth

371.2Billion

Gross Revenue CNY

6.1%
Year-on-year Growth

16.78Billion

Total Profit CNY

7.8%
Year-on-year Growth

5.5
Year-on-year Increase

48.6%
Proportion of Core Main
Business Total Revenue

15.21
The Total Amount of Tax CNY

Percentage
Points

Billion

Aviation Industry Corporation of China
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162Items

Implemented Energy Conservation and 
Emission Reduction Technical Renovation 
Projects

347.3Million

Input Energy-saving and Emission-
re d u c t i o n  Te c h n i c a l  R e n o v a t i o n 
Expenditure CNY

40Million

Cumulatively Input Poverty Alleviation Funds

More than CNY

Graduates Recruited for More than

18,000Persons 467,929
The Total Number of Employees

9.12%

Compared with 2015, CNY Ten Thousand

Added Value Integrated Energy Consumption

Declined for

14.88%

COD Discharge Amount

Declined for

60Items

The Nat ional  Defense Sc ience 
& Technology Awards Obtained 
Throughout the Year

8,758Items

Applied Patents

371
Safety Production Input CNY

407
Employees Training Input CNY 

Persons

MillionMillion

2016 CSR Report
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Spanning Development, We Make Every Effort 
to Build the National Defense Weapons

As the national team and the main force in 

the development of aviation weapons and 

equipment, we always remember the original 

intention of aviation serving the country worthily, 

adhere to take the development, production 

and service of aviation weapons and equipment 

as the foundation of settling down and getting 

on with our pursuit, carry forward the rapid 

spanning development of the aviation weapons 

and equipment and faithfully perform the first 

duty of serving the country worthily and making 

armed forces powerful.

From the participation in 1996 1st Zhuhai Aviation Exhibition with 18 

aircrafts headed by J8 II M to the participation in 2016 11th Zhuhai 

Aviation Exhibition with more than 160 core aviation products 

represented by Y20, AVIC has achieved two decades of development.

01Spanning Development, 
Initial Heart Remains the Same
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AVIC Has Flown into “20” Era

A batch of new type aircrafts such as Y20 aircraft made a stage pose in Zhuhai Aviation Exhibition, which marks that AVIC has 

flown into “20” era. Y20 is the first 200 tonnage level large transport aircraft independently developed by AVIC, which is of 

great significance for improving Air Force strategic power-projecting capacity and responding the emergency rescue and disaster 

relief and humanitarian assistance, etc.

Y20 Aircraft Has Been Formally Equipped for the Troops

New type aircraft Made a Stage Pose in Zhuhai Aviation Exhibition
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Blue Ocean Excalibur, the Leading Wild Goose Spreading
the Wings for Flying

The “God of war” H6K bombardment aircraft developed by AVIC has played the role of “the leading wild goose” in multiple 

normalized high seas trainings of China Air Force, flying near Huangyan Island, appearing on the Pacific Ocean, surrounding 

Taiwan Island and patrolling the nine-line dash, which has made an important contribution to the defense of the motherland's 

sea-sky undertakings.

H6K Bombardment Aircraft High Seas War Patrol

The “Ocean training” Far Patrol, Hardening itself in the Ocean

In December 2016, J15 fighter developed by AVIC carried out the training along with Liaoning Carrier. It had carried out 

multiple training tasks such as air oil-receiving and refueling as well as aerial confrontation and so on to safeguard the country’s 

sea-sky safety and development interests above the vast ocean.

J15 Fighter Flying from Liaoning Carrier



Stay True to the Mission, We Persevere to the Practice of 
Realizing the Dream of Serving the Country

The lifetime of Song Wencong is the historical epitome of AVIC’s 

going through the difficulties and constantly striving to become 

stronger. The dream of Song Wencong is several generations of 

AVIC people’s collective ideal of staying true to the mission and 

aviation serving the country worthily. Behind him, new AVIC 

people from generation to generation gradually grow up to be the 

backbones and pillars, they adhere to the dream, contribute silently, 

struggle and innovate, forge ahead on their respective post and in 

the long march of aviation equipment development.

“He is filled with thousands miles of dream and he is still on the 

road”, the dream of Song Wencong will be permanently continued 

in AVIC…

On March 22, 2016, J10 fighter general designer Song Wencong 

passed away, the whole nation was sorrowed. The lifetime of Song 

Wencong is just the model of the ideal of AVIC people’s staying 

true to the mission and practicing the aviation serving the country 

worthily.

Song Wencong was born in Kunming under the war-resistant 

beacon-fire, and the frequent bombardment of Japanese enemy 

planes enabled juvenile him to germinate the dream of developing 

fighters for our country. In the age of his youth, Song Wencong 

joined the army, became an air force machinist and later was chosen 

to university for further study. After graduation, Song Wencong 

resolutely joined aviation industry and began to achieve his own 

dream of aviation serving the country worthily step by step. In 1980, 

Song Wencong was acted as the general designer of J7C aircraft 

and he had led the overall process of the second generation fighter 

from design to finalizing equipping the troops.

In 1986, 56-year-old Song Wencong was appointed as the general 

designer of J10 fighter. He shouldered the historical heavy task of 

independently researching and developing China’s third generation 

fighter. At that time, China’s aviation industry had been laid 

preliminary foundation, but there was a huge gap compared with 

the advanced countries. Song Wencong, heading on pressure, led 

the scientific research team, shouldered responsibility, innovated and 

made the breakthrough, thus conquering various key technologies 

such as advanced aerodynamic layout, digital flight control system, 

highly integrated avionics weapon system and CAD/CAE/CAM, etc., 

one after another and strode forward the targets step by step.

On March 23, 1998, J10 fighter made its first flight test. At that 

time, the third generation of foreign fighters underwent plane crash 

accident without exception, which is like a mojo putting the whole 

team under great psychological pressure. The solution put forward 

Tears of Song Wencong (Right Front) and Test Pilot Lei Qiang, etc., Were 

Burning with Excitement after J10 Successful First Flight

by Song Wencong is to organize the team to get the work done 

over and over. In the glare of attention, J10 raised its head to take 

off. Various tests passed smoothly, the aircraft landed smoothly and 

the first flight achieved great success! The scene had been boiling 

up and Song Wencong’s tears were burning with excitement! From 

then on, he changed this birthday as March 23, the date of J10 

successful first flight. In the flight test process long for five years 

hereafter, J10 never crashed, which had broken the foreign plane 

crash mojo.

In 2006, J10 began to equip the army and formed the operational 

capability. This moment had passed for 20 years from the time 

when Song Wencong received instructions to act as J10 general 

designer. The successful development of J10 had shortened the gap 

between China and developed countries with advanced aviation 

technology. On this basis, AVIC chase after step by step and the 

overall development capability has gradually reached the advanced 

level of the world, achieving new historical leap.
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Focusing on Main Business, We Continue to 
Promote the Level of Operation and Management

In 2016, AVIC opened a new round of comprehensive and deepening 

reform, carried out such work as the group company headquarter 

institutional adjustment, military products management model reform, 

subordinate units restructuring integration, scaling down the managerial 

level and decreasing the number of legal persons, etc. It also created 

the management system which is simplified and efficient, controlled 

powerfully and chain smooth as well as continuously improve the level of 

management and profitability.

As a military industrial central enterprise 

engaged in the av iat ion equipment 

development, we focus on the aviation 

main business to promote the civil-military 

Integration development, slimming fitness, 

quality and efficiency and improve the 

management level and profitability, by 

which we have submitted a satisfied answer 

to the country and the people. 

02 Focus on Main Business,
Civil-military Integration
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Civil aviation, one of the core business areas of AVIC, is the main direction of the development of the civil-military integrated industry. 

We stand firmly to perform the responsibility of China’s civil aviation development as main force by focusing the superiority resources 

on the civil aviation industry. We have acquired remarkable achievements in multiple areas such as the state’s large aircraft major special 

project and regional aircraft development, civil aircraft international cooperation and general aviation industrial development, etc., and 

have contributed a lot to the construction of aviation powerful nation.

Civil-military Integration, We Drive Forward the Development of the Civil 
Aviation and general Aviation Industry

Headquarter

Departments

Simplified to

Managerial Level and 

Legal Person Level Have 

Been Reduced to

Eliminated Enterprises 

of “No Income, No 

Business, No Personnel”

The Number of Loss-

making Enterpr ises 

Reduced to

Reduced Non-principal 

Industry Units

Authorized Size 
Reduced for 
about 35%

The Number of 
Legal Persons 
Net Reduced 
for 190 Legal 

Persons

The Amount of 
Loss Declined 

to 76.4%

Disposed 
Non-principal 

Industry Assets: 
CNY 45 Billion

Completed the 
Disposal Task of 
10 “Zombies” 
and Enterprises 
in Dire Straits

20％ 7Level
 22

Enterprises 31％ 94 Units

 Slimming Fitness, Quality and Efficiency

Gross Revenue Total Profit EVA Proportion of “Account 

Receivable Occupied Fund 

and Inventory Occupied 

Fund” Accounting for 

Current Assets

Proport ion of Core 

Main Business Income 

Accounting for Total 

Revenue

Improve Quality and Increase Efficiency

Year-on-year
 Grew for

6.1%

Year-on-year
 Grew for

7.8%

Year-on-year
 Grew for

23.0%

Billion Billion Billion371.2 16.78 2.66 2.29

Better than 
Assessment 

Requirements of 
SASAC

Year-on-year 
Increased for 

5.5 Percentage 
Points

48.6%Percentage
Points

CNY CNY CNY
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AG600 aircraft, independently developed by AVIC, is the world’s largest under-research amphibious rescue and 

fire-fighting aircraft. The first AG600 aircraft came off the assembly line in July 2016.

Develop Large Civilian Aircraft

AG600 Large Amphibious Rescue and Fire-fighting Aircraft

Develop Series of Regional Aircrafts

AVIC continuously improves its subordinated “MA” series of regional aircrafts and has formed three series 

including “MA60”, “MA600” and “MA700” which contains multiple aircraft models such as regional 

passenger plane, air freighter and special aircraft, etc. “MA” series of fleets are safely operated on more than 

200 domestic and international air routes. Up to December 4th, 2016, they were cumulatively operated for 383, 

500 hours and total times of taking-off and landing reached 352, 200 times. UN secretary-general Ban Ki-moon 

selected “MA” VIP aircraft to fly to other places for a visit. During the period of G20 Hangzhou Summit, “MA” 

meteorological aircraft smoothly completed the meteorological guarantee tasks for the conference.

MA600 Regional Aircraft
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Innovate International Cooperation of Civil Aircraft

AVIC joint partners completed the acquisition for the globally 

major aviation automation assembly line supplier Aritex 

Cading, S.A. Company and the global aircraft passenger 

cabin upholstery mainstream supplier British AIM Altitude 

Company and Thompson Aero Seating Company, which 

will supplement the deficiencies of China’s civil aircraft 

manufacturing equipment in terms of engineering experiences 

and core technologies, drive the research and development 

obtaining evidences as well as design and manufacturing 

capacity improvement of the domestic relevant products and 

promote the participation of China’s civil aviation products in 

the international competition and cooperation.

AVIC releases The Decision on Accelerating General Aviation Industrial Development to push forward the integrated 

development of military and civilian, having obtained a series of significant achievements. For example, AC312E and AC352 

helicopters have achieved first flight successfully. Carrying forward the construction of “AVICLUB” general aviation industrial 

clustering demonstration zone, it has laid out in 9 cities on a nationwide scale and hold the publicity and promoting activities 

such as AVICLUB flight assembly, etc., in many places, which has inspired the public’s enthusiasm to participate in general 

aviation. The above actions have not only driven the development of the national general aviation, but also supported the local 

and frontier economic construction, driven the implementations of the national strategy of “one belt and one road”, thereby 

obtaining positive economic and social benefits.

Drive Forward the Development of General Aviation

Aritex Cading, S.A. Aviation Automation Assembly Line Acquired 

by AVIC

First Flight of AC352 Helicopter

In terms of cooperation on the civil aircraft components and parts, AVIC 

has provided many high-quality aviation products for the world from the 

traditional civil aircraft subcontracting production to the current cooperation 

and development. AVIC proactively participates in the design and development 

of the Airbus latest aircraft — A350XWB. The developed civil aircraft seat steps 

on Boeing’s assembly production line for the first time and starts sales along 

with the whole aircraft. Parts produced by AVIC are almost equipped on the 

mainstream aircrafts shuttled back and forth all over the world each day, and it 

is also the world’s only supplier in terms of many parts.

760 
2016 Subcontracting 

Delivery Capacity

Million

USD 



Innovation-driven, We Develop the Brand New 
Aircraft for Customers

Innovation is the driving force for the 

spanning development of AVIC and each 

aircraft’s successful development is the 

wisdom condensation and innovation 

sublimation of millions of AVIC people. It is 

just because of our unremitting innovation, 

the Y20 aircraft can spread the wings and 

“Wing Loong” UAV can soar in the sky.

In 2007, AVIC undertook the development task of the large transport 

aircraft. Only three countries in the world had the capacity of developing and 

producing the large transport aircraft at that time. Even though we started 

from “zero”, we still, in virtue of the independent innovation, went out a 

path to success. AVIC has constructed the nationwide large-scale cooperating 

development system and organizational management mode and integrated 

nearly a thousand scientific research and production units for collaborative 

development.

Thousands of Units Jointly Participate in the Development
of Large Transport Aircraft

03 Innovation-driven,
Win-win Cooperation
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200T

Innovation in the Research of Y20 Aircraft

The design team of Y20 aircraft has explored to establish and 

perfected the brand new specifications of three-dimensional design 

label. It united the three-dimensional design and two-dimensional 

manufacturing as one domestically for the first time, which has 

saved 30%-40% design manpower, ensured the uniqueness of the 

data, driven the promotion of the aircraft manufacturing means 

at the same time, and achieved all round connection with the 

international community. The large transport aircraft project has also 

driven the application of brand-new design methods such as “virtual 

simulation”, etc., among which, the online associated design 

technique domestically belongs to the large-scale systematic use for 

the first time and has saved at least 8 months for the development.

The design team of Y20 aircraft has taken innovative ways 

to adopt the digitization design maturity parallel technology 

so as to scientifically define different usage ranges of various 

design data at different stages, thus enabling the concurrent 

engineering to enter the normally operated management path 

and effectively controlling the complex situation of aircraft 

design, manufacturing and product design parallel and multi-

manufacturer as well as multi-specialty nested and parallel with 

each other.

The Y20 a i rc raf t  pro ject  has  c reated the la rge a i rc raf t 

manufacturing standard and specification system in the domestic 

for the first time, constructed parallel collaborative design/

manufacturing and control platform, and broken through 

numerous key technologies such as large parts entirety processing 

China has been among a few 
countries which can independently 
develop the 200 tonnage level large 
transport aircraft.

Y20 Aircraft

and additive manufacturing, etc. It has also built the digitization 

manufacturing, assembly as well as detection integrated 

digitization production line and formed the modernization 

development and production capacity for the 200 tonnage level 

large aircraft.

The design team of Y20 aircraft has organized the high-specification 

and real-time monitoring and field guarantee team at the aircraft 

flight test in an innovative way. Real-time monitoring and tracking 

the troubleshooting progress enabled the large transport aircraft to 

have successively created “the first” in China’s new aircraft flight 

test history in many aspects such as the whole-year flight test sortie, 

single-month flight test sortie and single-week flight test sortie, etc.

On July 6, 2016, the Y20 aircraft was formally equipped with China 

Air Force, marking that China has been among a few countries 

which can independently develop the 200 tonnage level large 

transport aircraft.  Y20 aircraft has created a new record for China’s 

aircraft development. 
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Commercial Model Innovation 
of“Wing Loong”

The commercial model is the most distinctive innovation 

point for “Wing Loong” UAV. Different from the 

conventional domestic military industrial development 

system, such project relies on the market mechanism, 

firstly organizes the relevant units to raise fund 

themselves, “shares interests and jointly undertakes” 

with the finished product unit and carries out the 

independent joint development, then taking the market 

demand as traction, strives for the export initiation and 

achieves the marketing and sales at the same time as 

fast development, which has created a new record of 

carrying out marketing in that year, signed the military 

trading order in that year and it is the maximum order in 

China’s military trading history at that time.

In terms of the marketing development, “Wing Loong” 

project flexibly adopts diversified models such as direct 

procurement, transfer of technology, cooperative 

production and cooperative R&D, etc. “Wing Loong” 

describes the product upgrading and development route 

diagram for customers and is also has broad market 

space in the fields including safety, civil use and scientific 

research, such as maintaining stability, counter-terrorism, 

border patrol, anti-smuggling and investigating drug 

smuggling, etc.

The Technical Innovation from 
“Manned Vehicle” to “Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicle”
“Wing Loong” project has transformed the manned vehicle 

platform to the unmanned aerial vehicle platform, and 

independently innovated and broken through a series of 

core key technologies such as flight control, etc., constantly 

carried forward the product pedigree enriching and 

upgrading and conducted a series of system optimization. 

“Wing Loong” technical performance indicators are 

superior, it becomes a medium-altitude low-speed and 

long-endurance spy-on and combating integrated high-

end UAV, which has filled the gap in China’s information 

aviation combating equipment system and improved 

China’s scientific and technological innovation capability 

and international competitiveness in the field of UAVs.

Multidimensional Innovative for “Wing Loong”

On 2016 Zhuhai Aviation Exhibition, as the high-end military trading product which performance indicators are equivalent to 

American same-category UAV- Predator A (MQ-1), “Wing Loong” UAV by taking the market demand as traction has attracted a 

lot of eyeballs. The success of “Wing Loong” series is another innovation model of AVIC.

20 
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Internet +, We Create Innovative and Entrepreneurial

Platform for the Masses

On 2016 China “Internet +” Summit, AVIC was selected “Internet 

+ Innovation and Entrepreneurship” typical practice Top 10 by virtue 

of AVICUI platform.

AVICUI platform is the industrial scientific and technological area’s 

civil-military integration and industrial interconnected innovation and 

entrepreneurship platform created by AVIC, aiming at constructing 

“Internet + open innovation + research and development synergistic 

+ intelligent manufacturing” four-in-one innovation ecology, 

creating the civil-military integration industrial cluster and providing 

the supply of “advanced aviation technology” and “R&D capability” 

for the supply-side structural reform. Up to now, AVICUI platform 

has focused on the aviation technical related fields, and AVICUI have 

preliminarily formed ten major industrial layouts such as intelligent 

manufacturing and high-end equipment, robot, UAV, new material, 

new energy, new-generation information electronic, artificial 

intelligence, virtual reality, Internet of Things, medical treatment and 

health, etc. The online platform registered users have been more 

than 360, 000, provided the electronic design services for more than 

100 medium, small and micro-sized enterprises, constructed more 

than 10 regional “innovative and entrepreneurial” centers, docked 

the cooperation demands for nearly 3, 000 ones and planned and 

1
3,000 
Cooperation Demands

Among which, more than 30 ones’ 

incubation effects are obvious, total value 

of assessment is more than CNY 1 billion

Items

AVICUI Platform

Collaborative 
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cultivated more than 100 innovative and entrepreneurial projects, 

among which, more than 30 ones’ incubation effects are obvious, 

total value of assessment is more than CNY 1 billion, and such 

projects are hopeful to drive tens of thousands of employment 

opportunities after industrially localized.
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Safety and quality are the foundation of the enterprise to perform the social 

responsibilities. We constantly carry out the safety production management 

activities and training education, eliminate safety hidden dangers from the 

source, reduce and prevent the occurrence of accidents. We unceasingly 

strengthen the quality management and carry out in a deep-going way the 

AVIC-QMS up-to-standard evaluation and continuous improvement work. 

By the end of 2016, total of 80 units passed the up-to-standard evaluation, 

the unit coverage rate reached 86.02% and the pass rate was 88.95%. The 

total industrial output value of AVIC increased year by year, but the quality 

loss fell for 5 consecutive years.

04 Safety First
Quality Supreme
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Safety First, We Maintain the Safeness of Enterprises and Employees

AVIC invested CNY 371.71 million in safe production throughout the year, the occupational safety protection invested CNY 

110.8 million, 48 units passed through the occupational health safety management certification throughout the year and no 

newly increased occupational-disease patient appears.

Improve the Long-term Mechanism, Perfect the Contingency System

In 2016, AVIC released 6 rules for safety production 

to drive various subordinated units to elaborate the 

safety production system and further improve the 

long-term mechanism for safe production and had 

achieved the normalization of safe production, among 

which, the safety production expenses management 

files had further standardized the withdrawal and the 

use of safety production expenses.

AVIC continues to improve the tertiary contingency 

management system, the first is that reviewing and 

improving the original emergency plan and organize 

the dril l ings, the second is that improving the 

response capacity of emergency rescue, the third is 

that strictly implementing the 24-hour duty system of 

leading cadres in important areas and places. Various 

subordinated units respectively organized various 

forms of safety production emergency drillings for 1, 

335 times, total of 67, 534 persons participated in, 

which had improved the emergency response capacity.

371.71

67,534

Million

Persons

Safety Production Input throughout the Year

Participated in Various Forms of Safety 

Production Emergency Drillings

CNY 
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AVIC had organized to carry out “three major campaigns” including special 

administration of hazardous workplace for more than 10 persons, special 

renovation of military industrial dangerous chemicals and guaranteeing the 

safety of key model engineering, which had eliminated most of dangerous 

places, effectively controlled the risks and guaranteed the safety of scientific 

research and production.

AVIC had deployed the major inspection on safe production for two times 

one after another, and increased the potency dimension of onsite supervision 

and examination, organized 7 special supervisions and examinations including 

limited space operation and flood season safety, etc., and subordinated units’ 

self-inspections and inter-checking, by which they had screened the onsite 

hidden security dangers.

 7 
Special Supervision 

and Examination

Carry out Special Renovation, Eliminate Hidden Security Dangers

Innovate Safety Training, Guarantee Occupational Hygiene

AVIC uses “Internet +” thinking innovation training mode to design and 

develop the cellphone APP software of safety production training system, 

which breaks the training time and geographical limits and improves the 

employees’ learning initiatives.

AVIC has organized two periods of safety production principal trainings, a total 

of more than 200 persons participating, which has improved responsibility 

consciousness of safety production and safety management capability of the 

main principals of in each subordinated units and laid the foundation for better 

carrying out the safety production work.

AVIC continues to improve the occupational hygiene system and standards 

construction. It has carried out the technical research and application cases 

compilation work such as “the non-toxic replacing the toxic” and “the 

low toxic replacing the high toxic”, etc., improved the production site 

management, popularized the demonstration technologies and practically 

protected the laborers’ rights and interests.

Safe Production Site

Safety Production Training 

Cellphone APP
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Quality Supreme, We Guarantee the Quality of Our Products and Services

On November 24, 2016, the hurricane “Otto” landed on Costa Rica 

border area. As of the 28th, it caused enormous losses in the local 

of Costa Rica, part of the roads to the disaster area was damaged 

and the disaster affected residents cannot be transferred.

In the difficult moment, 2 Y12E type aircrafts delivered by AVIC 

participated in the transfer of disaster area residents and the 

post-disaster reconstruction work for the whole course, with a 

total of 57 take-offs and landings, and 41-hour and 54-minute 

flight, successfully sending nearly 20 tons of relief supplies to 

the hands of the disaster affected masses and becoming the 

mainstays among this time’s disaster relief forces. 

What are behind Chinese aircrafts’ successful attendance are the 

hard efforts of the continuous fighting by all members of AVIC 

onsite working group. Based on the attitude of “quality supreme” 

and “every minute counts and the responsibility of safety is heavier 

than mountain Tai”, the division of labor for the team members is 

clear and definite, they cooperated with the tacit understanding and 

after completed their own task, they carried out cross check and 

reminding, stayed on high alert constantly, monitored the aircraft 

status, did their best to screen all kinds of problems and ensured 

two Y12E aircrafts’ full-time participation in the rescue work along 

with the personnel from Costa Rica side.

An Y12E aircraft was accidentally damaged by bird strike and 

parked so at the night before the day when the hurricane arrived, 

the onsite working group worked overtime to repair it until 

midnight. Until the morning of that day of November 24 when the 

hurricane landed, the working group still risked their lives to rush to 

the airport to replace the spare parts, and fully checked the aircraft 

status before returning to the encampment to avoid disaster. The 

responsive and satisfactory service quality with powerful guarantee 

and successful attending of the AVIC people had got high praise 

from Costa Rica side.

Y12E Staged “Hurricane Rescue” in Costa Rica



05 People Oriented,
Care for the Community

People Oriented, We Grow up together 
with Our Employees

We devote ourselves to dr iv ing the common growth of 

employees and enterprise; it has gathered a lot of talents for 

the development of aviation products through sustainable 

talent attraction and reservation and cultivation mechanism 

and at the same time, also promoted social employment. In 

2016, it recruited more than 77,000 employees through social 

recruitment. In order to attract excellent talents, we set “AVIC 

Scholarship” in 4 key colleges and universities such as Tsinghua 

University and Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 

visited and played host to more than 10 colleges and universities, 

carried out 21 special recruitments and recruited more than 

18,000 fresh graduates. By the end of 2016, AVIC had 467, 929 

employees with labor contract signing rate of 100%.

AVIC has always attached great importance to the employees 

training. In 2016, we invested CNY 407 million in employee training 

with 909,258 employees and per capita training time of 9.6 days, 

assigned 35 aviation youth backbones and 11 visiting scholars to 

go abroad for further study and totally dispatched 148 persons to 

foreign countries to accept short-term special trainings.

AVIC attaches great importance to the staff occupational 

development, implements the separation system of “leader, 

technical expert ,skills specialist”, constructs the high-level technical 

talent echelon by taking “the academician, chief technologist, 

special-grade technical expert and first-class technical expert”, and 

constructs the high-level skills talent echelon by taking “the chief 

skills specialist and special-grade skills specialist” as the objects to 

plan the career development channel for all kinds of employees.

AVIC always adheres to the idea of people-

oriented, cares for the happiness of the 

employees, enthusiastic about community 

public welfare, helps the poor and assists 

the impoverished students, supports the 

frontiers development and actively performs 

the responsibil it ies to the employees and 

communities.
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Academicians

Chief Technologists

Special-grade Technical Experts

First-class Technical Experts

Chief Skills Specialists

Special-grade Skills Specialists

“China Skills Grand Prize” Winners

“National Technical Experts”

In 2016, Wang Gang Obtained the Highest Award of National Skill Talent － China Skill Grand Prize

AVIC Presently Possesses

12
57
297
350
94
265
5
167
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Care for the Community, We Jointly Develop with the Society

The Loving Heart Fund Adds the Express

Lending a hand when the employee and the socially disadvantaged group need help is the usual choice of AVIC. In order to 

guarantee the timeliness of helping sb. to cope with an emergency and difficulty rescue, AVIC advocates the subordinated units 

to establish all kinds of public welfare funds so as to enable the rescue activities to be normalized. The undercarriage company 

has “the Poverty alleviation assistance loving heart fund”, Hafei Aviation Industry Co., Ltd. has “the loving heart medical mutual 

assistance fund” and Chengdu Aircraft Industrial (Group) Co., Ltd. has “132 Blue Sky Concerning and Loving Plan”, etc. Since 

the establishment of AVIC International Loving Heart Fund in 2008, it assists the employees internally, rescues the masses 

externally and operates efficiently. In January 2016, the loving heart fund also launched significant convenient measures － “the 

loving heart express”, dispense without providing invoice and just need to make a definite diagnosis for severe illness and CNY 

5, 000 of rescue fund can be quickly remitted to account. At the same time, the rescue standards are upgraded once again. By 

the end of 2016, the loving heart fund had cumulatively achieved the internal rescues for 470 cases, the rescue amount was 

CNY 6.7578 million, the social and public welfare rescues were CNY 9.0428 million, among which, in the whole year of 2016, 

the rescued number of persons was 144 cases (containing the loving heart express) and the rescue amount was CNY 1.4492 

million.

The Aviation Science Popularization Enters the Campuses

AVIC often organizes the activity of aviation science popularization to enter the campuses so as to cultivate the teenagers’ 

interests and the sense of identity on the aviation, and drive the teenagers to learn the aviation knowledge and spread the 

aviation culture.

The aeromodelling team from AVIC Shaanxi Aircraft Industrial (Group) Co., Ltd. organized kinds of aviation science 

popularization activities for more than ten times in 2016, it respectively went to more than ten primary and secondary schools to 

teach students to make the model airplanes and conduct aerobatic flight performance, guiding and encouraging the teenagers 

to set up the great ideal of loving aviation and dedicating themselves to the aviation career since the childhood. Cumulatively 

gifted the model airplane for more than 200 ones and donated the science popularization readings for more than 400 sets, and 

also organized the summer vacation time model airplane class to cultivate the primary and middle school students as model 

airplane aviators for more than 20 ones.

In 2016, AVICLUB Public Welfare Foundation carried out 6 large aviation science popularization culture entering campus and 

entering community activities successively, more than 6, 000 people were benefited, held the first session of AVIC aviation 

winter camp, carried out the science popularization activity of “For the Children’s Flight Dream” and opened the public welfare 

course for teenagers in special schools and poverty-stricken areas.

28 
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Support Education and Assist the Impoverished 
Students to Send Warm

In July 2016, AVIC’s seventh period of recruiting teachers supporting 

education “blue chalk” rural teachers’ training public welfare action 

was started. 46 teachers from Beijing and Shenzhen hurried to Sichuan 

Liangshan and the mountain area in Guizhou Qinnan to carry out one week 

of supporting education activities. “Mountain peak high, road hard and 

dangerous and pit sunken, Beijing, Shenzhen, Sichuan and Guizhou are all of 

the same family, AVIC group of teachers unite efforts and the commonweal 

man loves the mountain children”, AVIC has insisted such action of far going 

to impoverished mountainous area to spread education kindling material 

for 7 years, the footprints of “blue chalk” across several provinces such 

as Sichuan, Guizhou, Jiangxi and Jilin, etc., from which, more than 6, 500 

primary and secondary schools and more than 20, 000 rural teachers had 

been benefited from it.

AVICLUB Public Welfare Foundation has been set with the “1+N” plan of 

assisting the impoverished students to financially aid the uneducated children 

20,000
Rural Teachers Benefited from It

New Semester and New Schoolbags

More than

to return to school to learn, carried “new schoolbag for new semester” public welfare activity of assisting the impoverished students to 

send 1, 000 new schoolbags for Sichuan Daliangshan and Xinjiang Yili Prefecture, carried out “Friendship Warming Northern Xinjiang 

and Flying Dreams” AVIC warmer winters action to send the warm schoolbags and lots of aviation science popularization classes for 300 

poverty students in Xinjiang Yili Prefecture and Aletai Prefecture. In addition, AVIC public welfare book clubs were also constructed and 

total of 11 aviation featured libraries were listed and put into use throughout the year.
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In the process of “going out”, AVIC keeps a foothold in local communities, actively participates in social the construction of 

social public welfare and fulfills the responsibilities of global corporate citizenship. Since January 2013, AVIC executes the 

As the main general aviation manufacturing and operating enterprise in China, AVIC executes the flying mission for weather 

modification each year. In 2016, AVIC implemented the artificial precipitation enhancement action in these provinces, including 

Guangdong, Guangxi, Jiangxi, Tianjin, Yunnan, Hebei and Inner Mongolia, etc., to ease the drought and seek welfare for the 

population at large.

Sino-African Cooperation Spread Friendship

African Mobile Health Service

National People's Congress Chairman Zhang Dejiang

Thumb Praised Sino-Kenya Occupational Education Mode

Artificial Precipitation Enhancement Falling Timely Rain

professional education project in Kenya. By March 

2016, it has trained more than 15, 000 senior skill 

talents for Africa and make “Made in Kenya” and 

“Study in China” gradually become a reality. To 

cooperate with the professional education project, 

AVIC has customized pure public welfare activity －
Africa Tech Challenge (ATC), which has been held 

for three terms in succession. AVIC also plans to 

cooperate with Kenya government to newly establish 

135 vocational-technical schools to provide Kenya 

tens of thousands of young skilled workers, and 

popularize such successful mode in Africa to drive 

the regional development progress.

AVIC has also establ ished the publ ic welfare 

project － “Mobile Health Service”, which is 

composed of 9 sets of vehicles, having all the 

functions of a comprehensive hospital, currently 

distributed in 9 provinces of Zambia, with clinical 

reception of hundreds of thousands of people each 

year and provides high-quality medical services from 

China for the local people.

“Mobile Health Service” Yearly Number of Clinical Reception

people
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National People's Congress Chairman Zhang Dejiang

Thumb Praised Sino-Kenya Occupational Education Mode

Opening New Chapter of Poverty Alleviation and Aiding Frontier 

AVIC has begun to undertake the state’s designated poverty-alleviation missions since 1993, cumulatively input poverty-

alleviation funds for more than CNY 40 million. In 2016, centering on the problem-solving strategies for poverty alleviation, 

we carried out all kinds of poverty-alleviation activities, having practically performed the social responsibility which shall be 

shouldered by central enterprises.

In line with its own superiorities and the state’s “The Belt and Road” economic development strategies, AVIC explores the 

“general aviation + tourism + X” new mode of industrially supporting Xinjiang. In September 2016, AVIC General Aircraft Co., 

Ltd. signed the agreement with Tourism Bureau of Xinjiang to drive the integrative development of Xinjiang general aviation 

and tourism industry; In November, signed the agreement with Aletai regional government and enterprises, intending to center 

on thousands of miles of tourism gallery scenic spot area to create the general aviation tourism featured village and town 

development pattern of “one-town, seven-village, one-pasture and multi-base”, exploit the “the silk road in the air” new airline 

and support the frontier economic construction.

Starting Business of the Poverty-Alleviation Project － “City of Sky”

AVIC Creating “General Aviation + Tourism” Industrial Demonstration Zone, Facilitating Frontier People’s Life

40 Million

Cumulatively Input Designated Poverty 
Alleviation Funds

I In Guizhou Prov ince,  we focus on carry ing out the 

infrastructure construction and industrial poverty-alleviation, 

taking 4 regions including Zhenning, Guanling, Ziyun and 

Puding as the main areas, stick to advancing forward in the 

whole village, connect the new industrial development in 

loving heart elderly care and loving travel care automobile 

camping, and develop the industrial poverty-alleviation projects 

integrating modern agriculture and tourism camping; Continue 

to carry out the “father’s love and mother’s love” educational 

poverty-alleviation activities; Support starting Guanling boutique 

loquat planting project, which is expected annual per capita 

increase income for more than CNY 2, 500 and solving problem 

of overcoming poverty for 152 households and 538 persons. In 

Shaanxi Province, through the poverty-alleviation infrastructure 

construction, we have improved the production, living and 

economic development conditions for the poverty masses in 

Xixiang County; at the same time, taking three years as the 

time limit, we explore the targeted poverty alleviation mode 

and organize employees to conduct the one-to-one industrial, 

planting and farming assistance on the low income family.

More than CNY

Many institutions under AVIC are also undertaking the poverty-alleviation development task for the located area. In 2016, the 

poverty-alleviation infrastructure construction was input for CNY 2.402 million to renovating, expanding and repairing many 

hope schools, and input CNY 605, 000 for donation and assisting the impoverished students, helping the poverty students for 1, 

002 persons, and also use the local conditions and resources to implement the featured industrial assistances.



In  2016, we cont inued to carry out the 

energy conservation and emission reduction 

activities, carry forward the green-industry 

development, construct the resource-saving 

and environmentally-friendly enterprise and 

actively perform the responsibilities of protecting 

environment and maintaining sustainable 

development.

162
Technical Renovation Projects of 

Energy Conservation and Emission 

Reduction

Projects347.3 
Input Technical Renovation Expenditure 

of Energy Conservation and Emission 

Reduction 

Million

06 Energy Saving and
Efficiency Improvement, 
Green Manufacturing

CNY
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Energy Saving and
Efficiency Improvement, 
Green Manufacturing

Energy Saving and Consumption Reducing,

We Save Every of Water and Electricity Resource

Implement Energy-saving Technical Reform, Develop Green Energy

AVIC has adhered to the green environmental protection policies for a long time and included the energy-saving and cost-

reducing indicators into the performance assessment for various subordinated institutions. AVIC has implemented 162 technical 

renovation projects of energy conservation and emission reduction and input energy-conservation and emission-reduction 

technical renovation expenditure of CNY 347.3 million. In line with their own status, various subordinated institutions have 

constantly innovated and practiced to obtain new results in the energy-saving and cost-reducing field.

Carry forward Energy-saving Diagnosis, Innovate Energy Management

AVIC relies on the technical superiorities in terms of contract energy management of its subordinated design institutions 

of aviation architecture, innovate “Internet + energy management” commercial mode, create AVIC’s energy management 

system (AVIC EMIS) and drive the upgradation of the whole group’s energy management. Certain comprehensive energy-

saving renovation project invested in 2016 adopted the energy management mode of energy-saving and assurance-type 

contract for the first time, comprehensively putting into use and stably operate the solar energy hot-water supply system, 

heating system, LED lighting and energy management system. The energy expense is reduced to CNY 9.7863 million from 

CNY 15 million each year, with 35% decreasing amplitude and is rated as full mark by customers. Such project is selected 

for Sino-US contract energy management demonstration project (the second batch totally includes 9 project throughout 

the country) and is fully acknowledged by Chinese and American government agencies.

AVIC Develops Wind Power Generation

In addition to saving the resource energy, AVIC also inputs 

in the new energy industry. For instance, its subordinated 

new energy company presently has 2 wind power plants and 

1 garbage power plant under operation, in 2016, achieved 

income of CNY 204 million, total profit of CNY 30.73 

million, on-grid energy of 355.1 million kw/h, reducing the 

consumption of standard coal by 113, 987 tons, emissions 

of carbon dioxide by 280, 387 tons, that of sulfur dioxide 

by 2, 709 tons and that of nitrogen oxides by 1, 789 tons, 

equivalent to planting green trees for 778 hectares.

9.12%

14.88%

22.91%

Comprehensive Energy Consumption for 

the Added Value of CNY Ten Thousand 

Declined

COD Emissions  Declined

SO2  Emissions  Declined

COD

Compared to 2015, AVIC
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Green Manufacturing, We Devote Ourselves to Maintaining the Clean Blue Sky

AVIC adheres to the sustainable development concept of “innovative, coordinated, green, open and sharing”, carrying out the sustainable 

development concept of green and environmental protection and carries forward the appraising work of green manufacturing enterprise in 

various links of production manufacturing.

AVIC continues to carry out researches of green aviation techniques and actively carry out international cooperation. In 2016, Chinese 

Aeronautical Establishment (CAE) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration of America (NASA) carried out international technical 

communications in the field of green aviation. In the process of new aircraft development, AVIC has continued to carry out and implement 

the green design concept. The 70 seat-level new-type turboprop branch line aircraft Modern Ark 700 (MA700) which adopted the new-type 

aviation technologies such as active noise-reduction technology, force-bearing structure of composite material and next-generation engine 

technology etc., and it will become the excellent eco-friendly aircraft model among the next-generation turboprop branch line aircrafts. As for 

AC352 helicopter successfully firstly flying in December 2016, its green and environment-protecting performance is supreme and its vibration 

level was reduced by 50%. It is the helicopter whose noise is the minimum among the same class and emissions of per passenger-carrying 

unit is the least among the same kind of products.

According to AVIC Green Manufacturing Enterprise Evaluation Standards, AVIC continues to drive each subordinated unit to implement 

green manufacturing. All the production and manufacturing units combine with the reality, replace the toxic process by non-toxic process, 

implement the clean production standards, etc., and carry out the green aviation manufacturing. AVIC ChangHe Aircraft Industry (Group) 

Co., Ltd. adopts highly efficient machine-shaping technology and selects the energy-saving and low-pollution materials and equipment to 

achieve green production and manufacturing. Moreover it invests more than CNY 63 million to replace the high-pollution process by low-

pollution process, adopts the fully synthetic clean resources to replace the traditional resources, and adopts the low-consumption and low-

noise equipment to eliminate the high-energy-consumption and high-noise equipment, which makes noise intensity reduced by one-third.

Coordinated 

Innovative
Green

Open

Sharing
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This report is the seventh CSR report released by Aviation Industry Corporation of China.

For the sake of facilitating representation and convenient reading, “Aviation Industry Corporation of China” is also indicated by 

“AVIC” or “We” in this report.

Scope of Organization for the Report

Scope of this report covers the headquarter of Aviation Industry Corporation of China and its various subordinated units.

Time Range of the Report

From January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016, some of the information contents are appropriately extended forward or 

backward in consideration of the continuity and comparability of information disclosure.

The Period of the Report

This report is an annual report. The last report was released on June 30, 2016.

The Release Form of the Report

This report provides two forms including print edition and PDF edition. Please download the PDF edition from AVIC official 

website (www.avic.com), or E-mail to csr@avic.com to obtain the print edition.

About This Report
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